
Step 1: Blow up balloons (we recommend using a balloon 
pump) and tie them securely (same size or different sizes) 

Step 3: Now take one end of the tape and start inserting your balloon 
end into the larger end of a hole and pulling it up slightly to the smaller 
end of the same hole to secure in place. You can either place them all 
on the same side of the tape or alternate. 

Step 4: Follow the tape and insert a balloon into each hole. There 
are approx. 50 balloons, however you can add in more if you like as 
there is ample tape provided. 

Step 5: Once all the balloons are in place (don't worry if some start to pop out, this is normal, 
just insert them back in) use your arms to hold the arch up to plan how it might look and the 
position how you'd like it. 

Top Tips: 
- You can have the arch as a full arch or half arch as seen in the video. 
- You may need to swizzle the tape to help bunch the balloons together. 

Step 6: Now take your sticky hooks (peal off the back) and place them on 
the closest flat surfaces nearest to the arch – this will be where you 
tie/hook the wire to, to hold your balloon arch in place.  

Now take a step back and admire your rainbow balloon arch! 

Step 7: Now take the clear wire and measure the distance between the hook 
and where you’d like your arch to rest. Create a loop and tie it through a hole 
(or around) the tape. Repeat as is necessary. 

You will need

Step 8: Now hook the wire loops over the hooks you have placed on the 
walls above to hold the arch in place. 

Provided: 
Assorted balloons 
Balloon Tape 
Balloon Glue Dots
Clear Wire
Sticky Hooks

Step 2: Decide on whether you would like a solid rainbow or a mixt of colours - this will 
determine on what order you place your balloons in as you start inserting them into the tape.

Top Tip: place them altogether on the floor and play around with colour sequences.

Step 9: Finally, use the balloon glue tabs to remove any 
gaps in the balloons - just cut a piece off the tab (don’t 
touch the glue spot as it’s extremely sticky!), stick it on 
the balloon and then peal the back off the tab. Now 
push the two balloons together  to remove the gap 
and they will stick! Use as many as you need! 

Not provided:  
Balloon Pump 
(recommended!)
Scissors 
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